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QSL Update week ending 24.10.14 
 
By Cathy Kelly and Carla Keith, QSL Industry Relationship Managers 
 
Ph: 0409 285 074 / 0409 372 305 
 
Email: Cathy.Kelly@qsl.com.au 

Carla.Keith@qsl.com.au 
 
QSL calls for true sugar industry competition 
 
Queensland Sugar Limited (QSL) Chairman Mike Carroll has called for the Queensland sugar 
industry’s marketing arrangements to be opened to competition, stating the purpose of 
deregulation was to dismantle artificial monopolies and create a market dynamic, not to 
replace statutory marketing authorities with private monopolies. 
 
Speaking at the QSL Annual General Meeting, Mr Carroll said the Queensland sugar industry 
faced a situation where three milling companies – Wilmar, Mitr Phol’s MSF and COFCO’s 
Tully Sugar – were using their cane milling monopolies to force growers to use them to also 
market and price their raw sugar exposure. 
 
“What these three milling companies are doing has parallels to employees and their 
superannuation” he said.  “It is akin to saying that because I’m paying your contributions, 
you must use my superannuation fund.” 
 
Mr Carroll said that Super Choice legislation was introduced to create competition and 
similarly the sugar industry needed legislative intervention to create competition. 
 
He said QSL did not advocate a return to sugar’s single-desk marketing approach (abolished 
in 2006) and welcomed the opportunity to compete for the right to market grower’s 
economic interest in sugar. 
 
“At QSL we believe the best outcome is not to revert to the past but to progress to the 
introduction of a competitive arrangement where growers can choose who markets their 
economic exposure,” he said. “This would provide competition, allow markets to 
appropriate value along the supply chain, mitigate risk, encourage innovation and deliver 
the fairest outcome for all.” 
 
Mr Carroll said QSL welcomed the Queensland Government, the Federal Senate and the 
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission’s investigations into the current 
Queensland sugar marketing impasse. 
 
“There’s a lot at stake here,” he said. “Only with a real say in their future will growers have 
the confidence to continue to invest in this industry, in which they have over $12 billion of 
capital invested, and which each year generates around $1.5 billion of export revenue.” 
 
Mr Carroll’s full address is available on the QSL website at www.qsl.com.au. 
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QSL Grower Representatives Workshop 
 
Following QSL’s AGM on Monday, QSL hosted 
a short workshop with a number of our 
elected Grower Member Representatives.  
The aim of the session was to provide 
members with an overview of QSL’s recent 
activities, facilitate discussion and gather 
feedback.  Some of the topics discussed 
included: 
 

• Improving flexibility of the QSL 
Harvest Pool; 

• Potential simplification of QSL’s 
Pricing Pool offerings; 

• How QSL manages its Advances 
Program and possible improvements; 

• Opportunities to improve QSL’s Forward Pricing offerings; and  
• QSL’s Sugar Quality Scheme 

 
Your QSL Grower Member Representatives have been encouraged to discuss these issues 
with you and seek your feedback ahead of further discussion with QSL. 
 
 
2014 QSL Pool Performance  
  
All prices quoted below are indicative only and do not include an allocation from the QSL 
Shared Pool.  Growers should always consult their mill for information about their individual 
cane payments. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

QSL Pool – as at 10 October 2014 Gross $A per mt IPS 

QSL Harvest Pool $410 

QSL Discretionary Pool $430 

QSL Actively Managed Pool $433 

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool $425 

QSL Growth Pool  $431 

QSL Forward Season Pool (2014) $421 

QSL US Quota Pool $592 

QSL 2-Season  Forward Pool 2015  $448 

QSL 3-Season  Forward Pool 2015 $447 

QSL 3-Season Forward Pool 2016  $460 
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Market Update 
 
By Matthew Page - QSL Treasury Analyst 
Current as of 20 October 2014 
 
Market Commentary 
 
Sugar 
 
Consolidation has been the name of the game in raw sugar this past fortnight, as the 
prompt price has traded in a relatively stable 16 to 17 cent range. Apart from a brief poke 
above 17 cents mid-last week MAR15 has been comfortable in its range, adding only 18 
points over the period to close at 16.62 c/lb. MAY15 has also moved over similar ranges and 
as such the MAR/MAY spread has remained pretty much unchanged. With the OCT14 expiry 
now firmly behind us the market appears to be settling down somewhat as commercial 
sellers appear to have finally dealt with the majority of the ‘low quality’ Thai surplus. 
 
Sentiment was partly buoyed this week with news of vessel line-ups out of Brazil reportedly 
picking up as well as rumours of some further Chinese offtake. The main news at the 
moment of course is the Brazilian election and who out of Dilma and Neves will win and 
what implications it will have both directly and indirectly on the world sugar market.  
 
Current movement in the sugar price looks to be very strongly correlated to moves in the 
Real and with Neves seemingly pro-business, their currency may move positively for raws 
should he win. That said, it is likely that whoever wins, changes will be required to the 
current gasoline policy and this will be supportive for ethanol and sugar. 
 
The latest UNICA release showed crushing figures for the second half of September 
continuing to slow as the harvest begins to wind up. It showed cane processed down to 
28.8 million tonnes compared to 39.9 for first half of September, translating to nearly a 
million tonnes less of sugar (1.64 million). Although not quite a ‘cliff’, production is slowing 
rapidly with many analysts reporting that most mills will be finished by early November. 
 
Sugar has endured a tough couple of months but bulls will be relatively positive with the 
past fortnight with stocks reportedly clearing and prices stabilising. What remains to be 
seen now is whether this is a base for prices to push higher or whether we are going to 
remain at these levels. With many Brazils not likely to find homes until early 2015 and 
Thailand and India set to come back on line later this year, a clogged supply line looks set to 
cap any potential price rally until later in 2015. 
 
Currency 
 
The currency appears to have found a stable trading range over the last couple of weeks 
with moves in the AUD primarily limited between 86.5 and 88 US cents. General USD 
strength against most major currencies has ramped up as their economy recovers but any 
further downside risk appears to be restricted for now. 
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US data continues to print strongly, providing the USD index plenty of support, however any 
further appreciation in the Greenback will be delayed until the market has a clearer picture 
from the FOMC around the timing of the first rate rise. 
 
We expect to see the currency mark time in the short term with dovish Federal Open 
Market Committee (FOMC) commentary and Aussie buyers keen to take advantage of still-
present yield differentials preventing any further significant moves in the interim. 
 
 
This report contains information of a general or summary nature. While all care is taken in the preparation of this report, the 
reliability, accuracy or completeness of the information provided in the document is not guaranteed. The update on marketing 
and pricing activity does not constitute financial product or investment advice. QSL does not accept any responsibility to any 
person for the decisions and actions taken by that person with respect to any of the information contained in this report. 


